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Abstract. Modeling cell movement is a challenging task since the motil-
ity machinery is highly complex. Moreover, there is a rather broad di-
versity of different cell types. In order to obtain insights into generic
features of the motility mechanisms of several distinct cell types, we
propose a modular approach that starts with a minimal model, con-
sisting of a phase field description of the moving cell boundary and a
simplified internal dynamics. We discuss how this starting point can be
extended to increase the level of detail, and how the internal dynam-
ics “module” can be changed/adjusted to properly model various cell
types. The former route allows studying specific processes involved in
cell motility in the framework of a self-organized moving domain, and
the latter might permit to put different cellular motility mechanisms
into a unified framework.

1 Introduction

Observing the plethora of moving cell types, from shape-preserving and fast mov-
ing keratocytes to the unsteady, searching motion of fibroblasts, to leukocytes and
amoebae, ever changing shape and direction, one might wonder whether it was pos-
sible to put this diversity into a unifying framework. The cells share common fea-
tures, though: they need a (usually cytoskeleton-related) protrusion force, adhesion
to transfer momentum to the substrate, and a mechanism of retraction [1,2]. From
the biological perspective, the nature of these processes may be rather diverse: pro-
trusion can be due to ratcheting of actin polymerization [3], actin polymerization
waves [4], motor-generated stresses [5], or local swelling of the cytoskeleton gel [6], to
name just the most common mechanisms. Adhesion can be integrin-based [7,8] as for
the most epithelial cells, rely on nonspecific adhesion (i.e. friction, as for amoebae like
dictyostelium devoid of focal adhesion), and some cells can even switch between both
adhesion types, like dendritic cells [9]. Retraction may be motor-induced, or again
rely on different mechanisms, for instance on gel collapse as proposed for nematode
sperm cells [10].
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From the physics and active matter points of view, however, this diversity shares
common features: (i) the establishment of a self-organized distributed force – propul-
sive and/or retractile. It includes the force transfer to the substrate and acts on a
soft interface, the cell membrane, aiming to locally propel it forwards. (ii) A mech-
anism, e.g. motor contraction [11], that breaks the global symmetry and leads to a
self-sustained motion (more or less stable, depending on the cell type). Importantly,
it has been shown that fragments of motile cells, devoid of the nucleus and most or-
ganelles and hence with substantially reduced biochemical regulation, can still display
a cell-like self-sustained motion [12,13] if instead of (ii) the symmetry is broken ex-
ternally. This strengthened the view that the motility machinery is self-organized and
led to an increasing interest in modeling cell motility within the physics community.
First steps in modeling were descriptive, like the graded protrusion model [14],

followed by one-dimensional or fixed shape models [5,15–17] to test conceptional ideas
and to extract generic features. For these approaches we refer to the very recent review
Ref. [18]; rather, we will focus here on approaches that treat the cell’s shape self-
consistently. This is needed since the cell’s shape is determined dynamically [19] and
propulsion forces are typically located at or near the membrane. Hence the dynamics
of the membrane enters the problem as an additional degree of freedom, and a complex
one due to global constraints like area/volume conservation, tension, etc. The phase
field method [20–22], or related approaches like level set, offers a powerful and elegant
way to implement moving boundaries, and has been successfully applied to model
motile cells [23–28].
We propose here a modular approach that is based on a minimal model [24]

that only describes a closed interface (the cell membrane) with a simplified internal
dynamics (related to the actin cytoskeleton) and is described in Sect. 2. The model
allows for a modular approach in two respects: first, we discuss how it can be extended
to increase the level of detail, as exemplified in Sect. 3 for the substrate-dependent
adhesion dynamics and for incorporating membrane tension. Note that such, more
specific, processes can be added one by one and investigated in the framework of a self-
organized moving domain. Second, we discuss in Sect. 4 how the internal dynamics
“module” can be changed/adjusted to model properly various cell types. This is
similar in spirit to Ref. [29], and might permit to combine and compare different
cellular motility mechanisms within a unified framework.

2 Minimal model: An interface coupled to simple internal actin
dynamics

The minimal model that we proposed in Ref. [24] consists of a closed interface – that
can be identified with the cell’s membrane – and a simplified acto-myosin cytoskeleton
dynamics in the interior. Since it is rather difficult to evaluate numerically moving
boundary conditions at the interface and match them to the interior of the cell (see,
e.g. [30]), the interface is described implicitly by a phase field : an auxiliary field,
ρ(x, y; t), assuming ρ = 1 inside the cell and ρ = 0 outside (other parameterization
is possible, of course). The phase field varies smoothly between 0 and 1, and the
interface can be defined by max(|∇ρ|) or by a fixed value of ρ (e.g. ρ = 1

2 ).
The simplest phase field implementation of an interface is given by

∂tρ = DρΔρ− (1− ρ)(δ − ρ)ρ . (1)

The first term on the r.h.s. determines the width of the interface and the second one
is the variational derivative δF

δρ
of a model “free energy” F (ρ) that has a double well

structure with minima at ρ = 0 and 1, cf. Fig. 1a. The value of δ determines which of
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Fig. 1. a) Free energy F (ρ) =
∫ ρ
(1 − ρ′)(δ − ρ′)ρ′dρ′ associated to the phase field ρ. For

δ = 1
2
(black curve) both “phases”, 0 and 1, have the same energy. Otherwise one of the

phases is preferred resulting in contraction (the outside ρ = 0 is preferred, green curve) or
spreading of the cell (the inside ρ = 1 is preferred, red curve). Panel b) shows a stationary
and stable solution of a symmetric immobile cell, while c) shows a polarized cell moving
with a constant speed. Both are results of Eqs. ((5), (6)) for same parameters. Arrows show
the actin orientation field p.

these two “phases” (the inside, ρ = 1, or the outside, ρ = 0) is preferred. For δ = 1
2

both phases have the same free energy and hence the planar interface is stationary
[cf. the black curve in Fig. 1a]. Note that solving Eq. (1) in one dimension leads to
the typical tanh-solution

ρ0(x) =
1

2
tanh

(
x− x0
2
√
2Dρ

)
+
1

2
(2)

known from the Ginzburg-Landau theory, where x0 is the position of the interface
connecting the phases 0 and 1. An evolution equation for a circular “droplet” of radius
R, large compared to the interface width i.e. with R � 1/√Dρ, can be obtained
asymptotically by using the front solution given by Eq. (2) in polar coordinates (r, θ).
Substitution in the form ρ0(x, y, t) = ρ0(r − R(t)) into Eq. (1), and applying the
solvability condition with respect to ∂rρ0, one obtains that the radius of the droplet
R evolves according to (cf. the so-called Maxwell rule)1

dR

dt
= −Dρ

R
−√2Dρ

(
δ − 1
2

)
· (3)

Thus, the droplet shrinks for δ > 1
2 and spreads for δ <

1
2 .

External factors (e.g. polymerization forces in the cytoskeleton) will tilt the poten-
tial and hence one of the two phases will be preferred at the cost of the other phase. As
an example, for keratocytes and other cells that do not change their area/volume in
the course of movement, area conservation can be implemented as a global constraint:

δ[ρ] =
1

2
+ μ

[∫
ρ dx dy − V0

]
. (4)

Here μ is the stiffness of the area constraint and the term in brackets is the difference
of the actual area and the prescribed area V0. If, for instance, the area is too small,
the resulting δ < 1

2 will lead to an extension of the phase ρ = 1 (cf. the red curve in
Fig. 1 and Eq. (3)), i.e. the cell will spread to restore the prescribed V0.

1 In the derivation we used that in polar coordinates the Laplace operator ∂2r + r
−1∂r ≈

∂2r +R
−1∂r for the front solution, Eq. (2).
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The following advantages of the phase field approach can be identified: First,
moving boundaries are treated self-consistently, so no re-meshing is needed as in other
methods. Second, as the phase field is defined everywhere in the integration domain,
the equation(s) can be considered on a two-dimensional double periodic domain,
allowing for very effective solutions in Fourier space. Finally, and most importantly for
modular modeling approaches, all couplings between the interface and other relevant
fields (actin, motors, adhesion bonds, regulatory agents etc.) can be implemented in
a simple way via the phase field and its derivatives:

– confinement of the constituents to the interior of the cell can be achieved by
multiplying respective densities/terms by ρ (or powers thereof)

– localization of the constituents to an area close to the interface can be achieved
by using ∇ρ (or powers thereof).

We so far have defined a closed interface – corresponding to a localized distribution
of ρ – that we interpret as the membrane surrounding the cell (for more detailed
descriptions of “real” cell membranes, cf. the discussion in Sect. 3.2). For the imple-
mentation of the acto-myosin cytoskeleton obviously one has multiple choices, also
due to the fact that different aspects of actin-related motility can be expressed in
various cell types in different ways. Descriptions of the actin cytoskeleton used so far
include implementations via its associated flow field (active gel theories [31], Mogilner
and coworkers [32]) or via several concentration fields (e.g. bundled vs. unbundled
actin [23] or G-actin monomers and F-actin filaments). Here we will use a minimal
phenomenological model for the averaged actin orientation field [24]; more detailed
descriptions/different motility mechanisms are discussed in Sects. 3 and 4.
The actin network is described by a vector field, p(x, y; t). Its direction is the

averaged orientation of actin2, its absolute value a measure for the degree of orien-
tation (for more information about macroscopic descriptions of polar liquid crystals
cf. [31,33]). From the biological perspective, one can identify two major factors that
determine the most important coupling mechanisms to the cell’s membrane: 1) poly-
merization of actin filaments is governed by membrane-associated proteins (nucleators
and regulators like WASP and Arp2/3). This is described by a source term, β∇ρ, in
the dynamic equation for p. 2) Actin filaments, polymerizing at the boundary, push
against the membrane due to the ratcheting of added monomers [3]. This is described
by an advective term, proportional to α, in the equation for the phase field ρ. Includ-
ing in the p-equation degradation of actin (with rate τ1) and a diffusive/elastic-like
term yields3 the two coupled equations

∂tρ = DρΔρ− (1− ρ)(δ[ρ]− ρ)ρ− αp · (∇ρ) , (5)

∂tp = DpΔp− β∇ρ − τ−11 p . (6)

The model so far describes a cell where actin is nucleated normal to the membrane and
continuously pushes, but is held back by the volume conservation. Being symmetric,
the cell is not able to move, cf. Fig. 1b. The symmetry must be broken and the
symmetry-broken, polarized state must be able to sustain itself dynamically. For
keratocytes, recently it has been shown by Yam et al. [11] that myosin motors are

2 Note that actin has a directionality, both due to the different polymerization rates at
the barbed and pointed ends and due to the directionality of associated molecular motors
such as myosin.
3 As the phase field is zero outside the cell, a value of p outside the cell will not matter,
i.e. will not change the dynamics. One can also add a term −τ−12 (1 − ρ2)p that explicitly
suppresses p outside the cell.
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responsible for the symmetry breaking. This is due to two effects: first, motors induce
local contraction. Second, both for keratocytes and their cellular fragments, motors
facilitate the formation of an acto-myosin bundle at the rear.
The first effect, contraction, can be modeled by adding a term −σ|p|2 to Eq. (4)

for δ[ρ]. Motivated by active gel theories [31], this term describes actin contraction by
motors, with an associated rate parameter σ. It is possible to refine this description,
by accounting for the stress field explicitly, cf. the discussion in Sect. 4. The second
effect, motor-induced bundling at the rear, can be modeled by adding a symmetry-
breaking term −γ [(∇ρ) · p]p to the equation for p. This term can be motivated by
a simple motor dynamics [24] and breaks the ±p reflection symmetry. It describes
increased motor activity at the rear and suppression of polarization p by formation
of an antiparallel bundle: note that, unlike nematic filament order, the polar order
described by the vector p is reduced for an anti-parallel, contractile bundle.
While the bundling effect seems to be keratocyte-specific (and is indeed needed

for a crescent-like shape), the contractile term should apply more generally. Either
of these two terms can induce stable moving solutions: a representative moving state
(with both motor-related terms present) is shown in Fig. 1c. Note that the parameters
in Fig. 1b and c are the same, only for c) the initial condition was stronger polarized
in the +x-direction: the system is bistable, in accordance with experiments on cell
fragments [12,13]. In addition, the model self-consistently reproduces the prediction of
the Graded Radial Extension model, proposed some time ago as a (purely descriptive)
model for keratocytes in [14]: there the authors noted, that since the shape does not
change, the velocity should be graded with a maximum at the middle of the moving
front decreasing towards the sides of the cell. Examining the distribution of p in the
steady moving state, Fig. 1c, and noting that the local velocity is proportional to p
(cf. the advective term), shows that this is automatically the case.
Concluding this part, the presented model is minimal, self-consistent, and repro-

duces the main phenomenology of moving keratocyte-like cells. In addition, it allows
to develop more complex (hence more realistic) models for different cell types, since
it is modular in two ways: (1) More details on both the internal dynamics and the
interface response can be included in a step-by-step fashion, as discussed in the next
section. (2) Although the internal dynamics can be quite different for different cell
types, the phase field approach allows to couple them conveniently to the interface, as
discussed already above. Hence different motility mechanisms can be discussed within
the same modeling framework, cf. Sect. 4.

3 Gradual complexity increase by modular approach

Now we discuss two examples how to extend the simple model framework towards a
more realistic description, one focusing on the internal dynamics and the other one
on the interface.

3.1 Example: Basic features of adhesion dynamics and substrate elasticity

Cell adhesion is a multi-stage process that involves interactions of several proteins
forming complexes that link the internal actin cytoskeleton to the outside, the extra-
cellular matrix (ECM). Moreover, the system is mechanosensitive, i.e. the formation
of adhesion sites depends on forces, both external ones and generated by the cell.
Finally, adhesion sites undergo maturation [7,8]. We restrict ourselves here to the
most basic phenomenology of motility-related adhesion: namely, by employing recti-
fied actin polymerization creating a pushing force close to the membrane, the cell can
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propel itself forwards only if it locally adheres. In other words, the force has to be
transferred to the substrate, as can be observed by traction force measurements for
both spreading and crawling cells [34,35].
The simplest way to include basic features of adhesion is to make the propulsion,

i.e. the advective term αp · (∇ρ) in Eq. (5), dependent of the local density of adhesive
bonds, A(x, y; t). One can assume a dependence α→ α(A) � α0A – an increase in the
amount of adhesive bonds directly increases the force of propulsion. Note, however,
that for too strong adhesion, the cell speed decreases again [36] – breaking of an
adhesive bond takes too much energy, which could be captured by a non-monotonic
function α(A). A continuous equation for the density of adhesive bonds (cf. also [25]
for a discrete implementation of adhesion) can be written as [26]

∂tA = DAΔA+ ρ
(
a0p

2 + anlA
2
)− (d(u) + sA2)A . (7)

In order of appearance, the terms on the r.h.s. describe diffusion, attachment and
detachment/limitation of adhesive bonds. Note the simple implementation rules: for-
mation of adhesive bonds should be restricted to the interior of the cell, hence the
common factor of ρ. It has a linear contribution – proportional to p2, guaranteeing the
presence of actin. The nonlinear term models the fact that several mechanisms facili-
tate attachment of additional bonds if a bond has been already formed (for instance,
locally reduced membrane fluctuations). The detachment rate d(u) depends on the
substrate displacement u(x, y; t) (or alternatively on the elastic restoring force). The
cubic term limits the local density and is the simplest implementation of an excluded
volume constraint (alternatively one could, in addition to the engaged bonds, add an
equation for non-engaged bonds).
An equation governing the local substrate displacement u(x, y; t) can be obtained

from linear elasticity theory in thin layer approximation [27] and is of the form

∂tu = −1
η

(
Gu− 1

ξ

(
T+ h

[
5ΔT+ 19∇(∇ ·T)) ])· (8)

Here G is the elastic modulus of the substrate, η describes dissipation in the adhe-

sive layer and T = −ξAρ
(
p+ 〈Apρ〉〈Aρ〉

)
is the traction force exerted by the cell. It is

proportional to both ρ (restriction to the interior) and A. The first traction contribu-
tion is opposite to the local propulsion direction p, the second contribution is due to
friction, and ξ describes the efficiency of force transmission [27]. Note that the total
traction 〈T〉 = ∫ Tdx dy = 0 is zero, as it should be for a force-free self-propelled
object. It is also possible to simplify the system by a projection on the force dipole in
the direction of motion, leading to an effective equation for an overall (cell-averaged)
substrate displacement U like d

dt
U = − 1

η
(GU+V), where V is the center-of-mass

velocity of the cell [26].
The model refinement discussed here reproduces many generic features observed

experimentally for crawling cells, for instance the occurrence of stick-slip [37] and more
complex motion (like bipedal motion of keratocytes [38]), confinement by adhesion [39]
and stiffness [40] patterns, as well as durotactic motion [41] towards an optimum
stiffness (i.e. substrate modulus). Figure 2 displays two examples of these features, not
present in the simple model discussed in the previous section: panels a) and b) show
typical traction force and substrate displacement patterns, that are consistent with
generic features of traction force microscopy data for crawling cells, e.g. a maximum
of traction at the front. Panel c) shows a prediction for the response of a moving cell
on modulations of substrate properties, mimicking durotaxis: cells (only trajectories
are shown) were prepared at different positions with respect to a stiffness gradient,
modeled by a linear profile in G, cf. Eq. (8), and shown color-coded as black (soft) to
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Fig. 2. Illustration of traction and displacement fields generated by a moving cell. (a) The
traction force T. Red (blue) corresponds to large (small) values of |T|. (b) The displacement
field u. Red (blue) corresponds to large (small) values of |u|. (c) Illustration of durotaxis:
a linear gradient in the substrate’s modulus G is implemented in the y-direction: G = 0
(black) at the bottom to G = 0.4 (blue) at the top. Colored curves show trajectories of cells
for different initial positions. The trajectories converge to an optimal value of G. From [27].

blue (stiff) in the figure. In the course of time the cells select a region with an optimal
stiffness. For more details we refer to [27].
This example shows the modularity of the modeling concept: Eqs. ((5), (6))

[including the motor-related terms discussed afterwards in Sect. 2] had not to be
changed in the extended model, with the exception of the simple relation α→ α0A.

3.2 Possible complexity related to the cell membrane

The simple implementation of the cell’s interface, Eq. (1), does not exhibit the proper
elastic properties of a cell membrane. So far, it only has a wall energy (as known from
the Ginzburg-Landau theory) that assures the tanh-form of the interface and repre-
sents an effective surface tension. In order to investigate specific membrane effects on
cell motility, the description of the interface has to be refined. While cell membranes
are complex objects, substantial work has been recently devoted to the phase field
descriptions of (simpler) vesicles, e.g. in flows, including the following features:
Bending energy. Bending of the membrane can be directly accounted for within

the phasefield approach [22,42] and has been included in the phase field model for
motile cells in [23]. Its effect has not yet been thoroughly studied, but for a 2D
description of a lamellipodium it should be rather negligible due to the typically
large radius of curvature (of the order of 10μm). It will become important, however,
for 3D descriptions [43], where the thickness of the lamellipodium (some 200 nm)
implies a radius of curvature of the order of 100 nm.
Surface tension. Vesicles have a practically vanishing surface tension. Hence

in their phase field implementation, it is important to correct for the presence of
the Ginzburg-Landau wall energy by a term ∝ C|∇ρ|, where C is the local cur-
vature [22,44,45]. In contrast to vesicles, cells have an effective (and non-constant)
surface tension, which is still poorly understood and may depend on the cell’s area,
established adhesive bonds and their connection to the cytoskeleton, motors, etc. [46].
Since currently there is no model accounting for this complexity, and since the inter-
face width (determined by Dρ) is a somewhat artificial parameter, one can roughly
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associate Dρ to the effective surface tension (and neglect the correction needed for
vesicles).
There is, however, one specific membrane property that may well be crucial:

Membrane inextensibility. A (fluid) membrane is very hard to stretch, i.e. should
be locally inextensible. Associated with this constraint is a Lagrangian multiplier
(related to membrane tension), a quantity that is, in addition, accessible experimen-
tally e.g. by micropipette aspiration. It has been recently suggested [19], that the
membrane tension is important for determining the cell’s shape: namely, membrane
tension represents a restoring force against which the actin filaments have to push
while polymerizing. If the tension is too high (beyond the so-called stall force for
polymerization), no protrusion is possible. It has been argued that, via this mecha-
nism, a resulting graded distribution of actin might be responsible for the elongated
canoe-like shape of keratocytes. Membrane tension has also been recently shown to
be an important factor for crawling sperm cells of C. Elegans [47].
Within the phase field approach, tension leads to an additional force due to the

membrane in the internal dynamics equation. Denoting the Lagrangian multiplier
with ζ(x, y; t), local curvature with C, and introducing the local normal and tangent

unit vectors, n̂ = ∇ρ
|∇ρ| and t̂ = n̂× êz, respectively, this force can be written as [22,45]

ftens = ζCn̂+ t̂ · ∇ζ t̂ with C = −∇ · n̂ . (9)

The Lagrangian multiplier itself (stemming from the condition
∫
ζdl =const. along

the membrane’s 2D contour) evolves according to [22,45]

∂tζ = −v · ∇ζ + T t̂ · (t̂ · ∇)v . (10)

Here v is the predominant local velocity. For vesicles, it typically is given by Stokes
flow. In our case, v ∝ p due to actin polymerization, but it could also be the actin
flow field, if it is accounted for explicitly (cf. the discussion in the next section). T is
the stiffness of the tension constraint, with units of force per length.
The main feature of the tension within our model will be the following: the force

given in Eq. (9) adds a term ftens|∇ρ| to the equation for the actin polarization p.
Hence it counteracts the polymerization term−β∇ρ, as it should, and self-consistently
yields a certain force-velocity relation. Apart from that, since α, β are coarse-grained
parameters related to the actin polymerization kinetics, one could in addition allow
for α→ α(ζ) and β → β(ζ). However, in contrast to molecular motors acting against
a force, unfortunately the force-velocity relation of the – usually highly collective –
polymerization of actin against a force is not yet well understood. So far it is only
known to be fairly constant for low forces and then dropping abruptly to zero close to
the stall force [48–50]. If better data, especially for moving cells, becomes available,
the tension and its effect on the overall velocity and the cell’s shape will become
worthwhile to be investigated further.
Apart from being more realistic, a technical feature of the inclusion of membrane

tension is that the explicit volume conservation in δ[ρ] is no longer needed, i.e. Eq. (4)
can be simplified to δ = 1

2 − σ|p|2 (if motor contraction is included). In other words,
accounting for the additional Eq. (10) and the concomitant force renders the simple
model local. Note however that, if considered, traction still induces nonlocal effects.

4 Diverse motility mechanisms can be modeled by different internal
dynamics modules

As discussed earlier, the three crucial “steps” during cell motion, as identified by
Abercrombie [1], are protrusion, adhesion and force transfer, and finally retraction.
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These processes are employed and expressed in different ways by different cell types,
e.g. fibroblasts, keratocytes, and neutrophils. Here we discuss how one could include
cell-type specific behavior, as well as motility modes different from the “Abercrombie
steps”, in the self-consistent phase field modeling framework.
Fibroblasts. The crawling motion of fibroblasts is very different from that of

keratocytes in at least two respects: first, fibroblast cells are much slower, allowing
adhesion sites to mature under cortical stress [8]. Second, the resulting shape is fan-
like [51] with the arc-like interfaces at the front due to the balance of actin fibers
between focal adhesions and an effective surface/line tension. The latter is quite
similar to a model proposed for stationary, spreading cells by Bischofs et al. [52]: there
the cell shape has been described by the balance of the effective line tension λ along
the contour with the adhesion tension fad from the (discrete or continuous) adhesion
sites located at positions rad close to the cell’s boundary,

∫
λdl =

∫
fad · (r− rad)dl.

Note that this effect can be incorporated in the refined cell membrane description
discussed in the last section.
Due to the much stronger adhesion compared to keratocytes, modeling fibrob-

last motion in addition needs an explicit implementation of internal stresses. A good
starting point in this respect will be the continuum theory of “active gels”, estab-
lished by Kruse et al. [31,53]. There the generic hydrodynamics (including possible
viscoelasticity, cf. also [32]) of bulk active polar gels was developed. In addition to
classical stress contributions – pressure, viscous stresses, Erickson stresses due to liq-
uid crystalline order – the active stress σAij = ζΔμ(pipj − 12p2) was introduced, where
p is the coarse-grained actin orientation, Δμ the chemical energy delivered by the
ATP hydrolysis, and ζ a phenomenological coefficient. Note that the principal value of
this tensor was used by us in the simple model discussed in Sect. 2 to describe acto-
myosin contraction. Adding the generalized (Navier-)Stokes equation for the actin
velocity to the equation for p, cytoskeleton-related stresses will be self-consistently
accounted for (cf. also a related study of active gel droplets [54]). In addition, however,
these stresses will generate a feedback to the adhesion via stress-induced maturation.
The only model we are aware of that attempted to treat this interplay is the one by
Stéphanou et al. [55]: there adhesion points, focal complexes and focal adhesions were
accounted for, where only the former are formed spontaneously and only the latter
contribute to cell motion. Transitions between these stages occur under stresses be-
tween the cell body and the membrane, stemming from actin fibers. While giving rise
to irregular motion and correct relations between the cell speed and cell area, for in-
stance, the shapes did not resemble fibroblasts and where not substantially perturbed
from round.
Concluding, combination of the line tension-adhesion balance implemented into

the phase field interface (to model the fan-like shape) with explicit stresses (the
Navier-Stokes-type equation for the active gel) and stress-induced adhesion matura-
tion (similar to [55]), would be a promising, but obviously quite challenging, modeling
framework for fibroblasts and related slowly moving cells.
Chemotactic motion of amoebae. The irregular motion of amoebae, typically

with special focus on their chemotactic behavior, is usually modeled by reaction diffu-
sion equations that have consequences only at the interface, cf. the recent review [18].
Current works are typically using three equations, one for the activator and two for
the inhibitors, one global and one local (inspired by [56]), and both phase field [57] and
level set [58] methods have been applied to this system. However, protrusions where
so far only modeled as, e.g. curvature, changes stimulated by the reaction-diffusion
module: i.e. the interplay between sensing and stimulation with the underlying actin
cytoskeleton – that actually causes the local pseudopod protrusions – has not yet been
modeled systematically. This is obviously at reach by combining the simple approach
discussed in Sect. 2 (or alternatively including stresses/flow as discussed just above)
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with a suitable reaction diffusion system. The latter can easily be confined to the
interface, as already discussed, by implementing the reactant equations with factors
(∇ρ)2.
Nematode sperm. Spermatozoa from nematodes like A. suum and C. elegans

are attractive model systems as their motility apparatus is much simpler than for
crawling epithelial cells: namely, instead of an actin cytoskeleton nematode sperm
cells contain a polymerized network of major sperm protein (MSP), and to date there
are no motors known associated to that cytoskeletal network. Locally the motility
is amoebae-like (i.e. via protrusions) but the overall shape is elongated along the
direction of motion – probably due to the absence of motor-induced contractile forces.
Modeling efforts [10,59] are based on the swelling (at the front) and contraction (at
the rear) of the gel-like MSP-network; a continuum version of the propulsion by a
swelling gradient was also presented in [6]. Full models including the self-consistent
description of the elongated shape, however, are missing.
Within our framework, one can omit the p-field – note that MSP is not polar –

and rather consider the stress field of the network (cf. the discussion for fibroblasts
above). While motor contraction stresses will be absent, active stresses due to poly-
merization of the gel are still present. In addition, the stress will depend on the local
volume fraction of the gel, σ = σ(φ), with φ the volume fraction [6,10]. Important
questions are, for instance, related to the establishment of the elongated shape and
the retrograde flow, and to the effects of membrane tension on cell shape and speed,
as studied recently experimentally [47].
Propulsion by polymerization waves. In contrast to more (like for kerato-

cytes) or less (like for fibroblasts) steady cell motion, amoeboidal motion (occurring
also for neutrophils) is characterized by protrusions that apparently randomly form
along the cell periphery and drive the cell forward. It is long known that these (non-
chemotactic) protrusions are the result of local polymerization of the actin cyto-
skeleton. Quite recently, it has been shown that polymerization waves can emerge
spontaneously from the interaction of actin filaments and nucleation promoting factors
(NPFs) [4,60–63]. The effect of cytoskeletal polymerization waves on cell migration
has been already discussed, e.g. in [64,65]. It can also be conveniently implemented
in the phase-field description discussed here, by coupling the equations for the phase
field and for the orientation of the actin network, p, to suitable rate equations for the
densities of active and inactive NPFs. Employing this route, the study [66] reports, in
addition to possible directional motion, states reminiscent of the protrusion-mediated
amoeboid motility. The analysis of the model shows that new protrusions emerge from
a nucleation process in the cell’s interior that generate actin spiral waves. Note that
this process does not require (explicit) noise; rather it occurs in a dynamic state
displaying spatio-temporal chaos, similar as discussed in [67].
Generic features of active stress-induced propulsion. Several analytical

studies have discussed generic features of the propulsion by active stresses, cf. [68] and
references therein. For example, recently the difference between pushing and pulling
for a crawling cell has been studied in Ref. [5], including non-trivial force-velocity
relations. Such and related general questions – that have not yet been addressed in
full motile cell models, due to the complexity of the latter – could be treated within our
framework. As the underlying studies are typically 1D and consider the cell boundary
simply as a wall, a suitable implementation in the phase-field framework could test the
robustness of the predictions against (self-induced) deformations of the cell’s shape.
Biomimetic systems. There are increasing efforts to develop biomimetic “cells”

and artificial “crawlers”. Several groups are currently trying to encapsulate acto-
myosin into giant vesicles with embedded membrane proteins that could interact with
actin. Related to these efforts, but obviously more artificial, Sanchez et al. [69] recently
reported on a microtubule-motor solution encapsulated in oil droplets. These could
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propel themselves (in solution) due to chaotic internal dynamics. Note the similarity
to the propulsion by spatio-temporal chaos related to actin polymerization [66].
On the other hand, there is growing effort to develop purely synthetic artificial

crawlers [70]. One approach [71] relies on nanoparticle-filled microcapsules placed
on an adhesive substrate. Such capsules can display self-sustained motion, since the
permeability of their shell depends on mechanical deformation: in turn, the capsules
release nanoparticles that bind to the surface and dynamically create an adhesion
gradient, causing them to move autonomously from regions of less adhesion to larger
adhesion. The motion is self-sustained, until the capsules are depleted of nanoparti-
cles. This system has already been treated with a phase-field approach very similar
to the one discussed here [72], with the gradient ∇c of the nanoparticle concentration
playing the role of the propulsion force p.

5 Conclusions

We have discussed here an efficient yet very simple approach to model cell motion.
The phase field description for the cell’s moving boundary circumvents one of the
major (numerical, but also conceptional) bottlenecks. Then we discussed on how
this approach can be extended in a modular way to increase the level of descrip-
tion, and how different specific cell types could be modeled within a single, unified
framework. We have also made a point on how conveniently one can couple internal
constituents/effects, as well as effects confined to the proximity of the cell membrane,
into the modeling.
It should be noted that the literature in modeling cell motility is currently ex-

panding very rapidly. Understandably, however unfortunately, the methods employed
and the effects treated are often quite different. In turn, this makes comparisons be-
tween different models and research groups very difficult, cf. also the discussion in the
recent review [18]. The conceptual simplicity of the proposed approach might help to
achieve such important comparisons and establish a unified framework for modeling
the motion of different cell types, as well as of related biomimetic objects. Note that
the phase field approach would also facilitate the description of motion of cell layers,
as occurring e.g. during development or during wound closing [73].
Finally, on the one hand the modular approach could bridge the gap between

simple 1D or fixed shape models and some very complex, partially 3D, approaches
that have been started to be developed already some time ago but due to their
complexity could not be studied in much detail [74,75]. On the other hand, generic
features are currently established by even more coarse-grained models, cf. [76], that
could be tested within a more realistic, i.e. specific, context.
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